VEHICLE ACCESSIBILITY SOLUTIONS

SAFETY FIRST

Our safety bolt-ons such as the StopSafe and DoorSafe have
been specifically designed to give passengers and operators
added peace of mind.

StopSafe Barrier

A StopSafe can be shared between old and
new lifts (newer lifts likely to be wider). The
The StopSafe is a manually operated high StopSafe can be easily retro-fitted to both
strength barrier which can be easily and older and new lifts within an hour.
quickly installed to ensure the highest levels
of walking and wheelchair passenger safety. When you’re storing the StopSafe, plastic
The device can be either transported within plugs can be used for added safety within the
the vehicle or kept at a convenient location.
platform slots that secure it.
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DoorSafe Barriers
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The DoorSafe can be used with many different lifts and is suitable for moving between vehicles.
The DoorSafe protects passengers and drivers when an accessible vehicle’s rear doors are
open. This barrier arm can be automatically activated before a passenger lift is operated so
that the rear vehicle aperture is appropriately blocked.

SAFETY FIRST

The latest generation DoorSafe has an aesthetic
design with high visibility colours and a clearly
legible safety sign. When required, the barrier
will power down in a smooth manner and for
additional safety, it incorporates a simple manual
override. Its arm is rubber coated for enhanced
durability and easy gripping if required.

DoorSafe - Original

The DoorSafe can be retro-fitted or installed as
part of a new vehicle build and there are 12 and
24 volt models available.

Inboard Lift DoorSafe
The Inboard Lift DoorSafe is the
perfect addition to any of our
Inboard lifts such as the iClass.

The Inboard Lift DoorSafe has been specifically engineered
to act as a fixed, strong, physical barrier, used to protect
passengers when the rear doors to a vehicle are open.
LED lights and clear warnings give operators peace of
mind that passengers are safe at all times. LED lights are
an optional extra with the Inboard Lift DoorSafe barrier.
The Inboard Lift DoorSafe is an automatic barrier with a
manual override option. The manual override allows the
barrier to be moved up and down in case sudden access
is needed.

